Improvement plan for Mitcham Girls High School
2019 to 2021

School name

Mitcham Girls High School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Mitcham Girls High School is an inclusive learning
community committed to providing outstanding
educational opportunities for girls.
With a focus on inquiry, research, innovation and
student leadership, Mitcham Girls High School aspires
to develop independent, resilient an globally
responsive young women.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Increase student achievement
in Numeracy

Targets
2019: 57% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2020: 67% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7,
to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9
2021: 80% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7,
to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9

Increase student achievement 2019: 50% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7,
in Literacy, specifically reading to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9
comprehension.
2020: 60% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7,
to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9

2021: 75% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7,
to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9

Increase student achievement
in Literacy, specifically writing

2019: 70% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN
Writing
2020: 80% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN
Writing

Challenge of practice
If we adopt a common approach to give students
immersion in Critical and Creative Thinking tasks, where
students experience productive struggle and are
explicitly taught to "reason" about their thinking, then we
will increase the achievement and retention of Higher
Bands students from Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN Numeracy.
If we adopt a common approach to give students
immersion in Critical and Creative tasks, where students
engage with complex, unfamiliar texts and scenarios and
are explicitly taught reading comprehension strategies and
analysis and evaluation tools, then we will increase the
achievement and retention of Higher Band students from
Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN Reading

If we adopt a common approach to writing as a means
for students to generate higher order thinking and
transfer of learning using both meta-cognitive and
linguistic strategies, then the students will improve
writing achievement.

2021: 90% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN
Writing
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Improvement plan for Mitcham Girls High School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Increase student achievement in
Numeracy

Increase student achievement in
Literacy, specifically reading
comprehension.

Increase student achievement in
Literacy, specifically writing

2019

2019: 57% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher Bands in Year 9

2020

2020: 67% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2021

2021: 80% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2019

2019: 50% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2020

2020: 60% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2021

2021: 75% of students achieving Higher Bands in year 7, to achieve in Higher
Bands in Year 9

2019

2019: 70% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN Writing

2020

2020: 80% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN Writing

2021

2021: 90% of Year 9 students achieve SEA in NAPLAN Writing
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we adopt a common approach to give students immersion in Critical and Creative Thinking tasks, where students experience
productive struggle and are explicitly taught to "reason" about their thinking, then we will increase the achievement and retention of
Higher Bands students from Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN Numeracy.

Goal 2

If we adopt a common approach to give students immersion in Critical and Creative tasks, where students engage with complex,
unfamiliar texts and scenarios and are explicitly taught reading comprehension strategies and analysis and evaluation tools, then
we will increase the achievement and retention of Higher Band students from Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN Reading

Goal 3

If we adopt a common approach to writing as a means for students to generate higher order thinking and transfer of learning using
both meta-cognitive and linguistic strategies, then the students will improve writing achievement.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

All teachers implement planned,
considered, ongoing formative
assessment strategies with focus
on feedback.

Increase student achievement in Numeracy

If we adopt a common approach to give students immersion in Critical and Creative Thinking tasks, where
students experience productive struggle and are explicitly taught to "reason" about their thinking, then we
will increase the achievement and retention of Higher Bands students from Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN
Numeracy.
Timeline

Semester 1
and
ongoing

Roles and responsibilities
Leadership Team oversees and guides implementation.
Curriculum Leaders facilitate PLTs and training and monitor
implementation through Performance and Development
process.

Resources

PLT meetings
Student Free Days
Release time if needed

Teachers develop and deliver.

Each teacher designs and delivers at Semester 1
least one innovative and creative unit and 2
of work per semester to stretch and
challenge students by focusing on
meta-cognitive skills and awareness.

Each mathematics teacher to
integrate problem solving and
reasoning into weekly practice.

Leadership Team oversees and guides implementation.
Curriculum Leaders facilitate PLTs and training and
monitor implementation through Performance and
Development process.
Teachers develop and deliver.

Semester 1 Mathematics curriculum leader facilitates
and
PLT and supports all Maths teachers.
ongoing

PLT meetings
Faculty meetings
Release time if needed
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement in Numeracy
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Mathematics teachers provide
Semester 1 Maths teachers
students access to adaptive online and 2
questioning in mathematics to
accelerate fluency

Appropriate software to be made available

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$6,000 (TRT Budget)

Student work samples, Assessment Plans and units of work show that critical and creative thinking and
feedback is embedded in teaching and learning.
Through reflection, students articulate how feedback is impacting on their learning.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Increase student achievement in Literacy, specifically reading comprehension.

Challenge of practice

If we adopt a common approach to give students immersion in Critical and Creative tasks, where students
engage with complex, unfamiliar texts and scenarios and are explicitly taught reading comprehension
strategies and analysis and evaluation tools, then we will increase the achievement and retention of
Higher Band students from Year 7 to 9 NAPLAN Reading

Actions
All teachers implement planned,
considered, ongoing formative
assessment strategies with focus on
feedback.

Timeline

Semester 1
and 2

Roles and responsibilities
Leadership Team oversee and guide implementation.
Curriculum Leaders facilitate PLTs and training and
monitor implementation through Performance and
Development process.

Resources

PLT time
Student Free Days
Release time if needed

Teachers develop and deliver.
Each teacher designs and delivers at least one
innovative and creative unit of work per semester
to stretch and challenge students by focusing on
meta-cognitive skills and awareness.

Semester 1
and 2

Leadership Team oversee and guide implementation.
Curriculum Leaders facilitate PLTs and training and monitor
implementation through Performance and Development process.

PLT time
Student Free Days
Release time if needed

Teachers develop and deliver.

Each teacher explicitly models
Semester 2
reading comprehension strategies 2019 and
and analysis and evaluation of texts 2020

Leadership Team to support the delivery of appropriate
professional learning.
Teachers incorporate new learning in delivery.

PLT time
Student Free Days
Release time if needed

Curriculum leaders monitor implementation.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement in Literacy, specifically reading comprehension.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$6,000 (TRT Budget)

Student work samples, Assessment Plans and units of work show that critical and creative thinking and
feedback is embedded in teaching and learning.
Through reflection, students articulate how feedback is impacting on their learning.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

Increase student achievement in Literacy, specifically writing

Challenge of practice

If we adopt a common approach to writing as a means for students to generate higher order thinking and
transfer of learning using both meta-cognitive and linguistic strategies, then the students will improve
writing achievement.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Participate in Brightpath training

2019 (dates Literacy coordinator, plus 2 English teachers TRT to be paid by the site, 24 days ($13,200)
to be
HASS coordinator, plus 2 HASS teachers
advised)

Plan and facilitate trial of
Brightpath training for English and
HASS teachers

Term 1-4,
2019

Literacy coordinator, plus 2 English teachers PLT time and/or Student Free Day sessions
HASS coordinator, plus 2 HASS teachers

Investigate genre mapping across
all learning areas

by Term 4,
2019

Literacy leader in conjunction with faculty
leaders

Release time
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement in Literacy, specifically writing
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$15,000 (from TRT budget)

6 staff members have attended training and facilitated trial.
Genre mapping has commenced.
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